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Gujarat Files Rana Ayyub 2016-05-18 Gujarat Files is the account of an eight-month long undercover
investigation by journalist Rana Ayyub into the Gujarat riots, fake encounters and the murder of state
Home Minister Haren Pandya that brings to the fore startling revelations. Posing as Maithili Tyagi, a
filmmaker from the American Film Institute Conservatory, Rana met bureaucrats and top cops in Gujarat
who held pivotal positions in the state between 2001 and 2010. The transcripts of the sting operation
reveal the complicity of the state and its officials in crimes against humanity. With sensational
disclosures about cases that run parallel to Narendra Modi and Amit Shah's ascent to power and their
journey from Gujarat to New Delhi, the book tells you the hushed truth of the state in the words of those
who developed amnesia while speaking before commissions of enquiry, but held nothing back in the
secretly taped videos which form the basis of this remarkable read.
Till the Last Breath . . .
Durjoy Datta 2013-09-15 When death is that close, will your heart skip a beat? Two
patients are admitted to room no. 509. One is a brilliant nineteen-year-old medical student, suffering from
an incurable, fatal disease. She counts every extra breath as a blessing. The other is a twenty-five-yearold drug addict whose organs are slowly giving up. He can’t wait to get rid of his body. To him, the
sooner the better. Two reputed doctors, fighting their own demons from the past, are trying everything to
keep these two patients alive, even putting their medical licences at risk. These last days in the hospital
change the two patients, their doctors and all the other people around them in ways they had never
imagined. Till the Last Breath is a deeply sensitive story that reminds us what it means to be alive.
Like It Happened Yesterday
Ravinder Singh 2013-06-15 Has anyone ever asked you—What were the best
days of your life? That one period of your life you always wanted to go back to? And live that life . . . one
more time? When asked this, I closed my eyes and went back in my own past. And I thought . . . . . . of the
days, when life's most complex choices had a simple solution of Akkad Bakkad Bambey Bo! . . . of the
seasons when rains were celebrated by making paper boats. . . . of the times when waiting at the railway
crossing meant counting the bogies of the train passing by. When I opened my eyes, it seems Like it
Happened Yesterday! Like it was yesterday that I broke my first tooth and fell in love for the first time.
Like it was yesterday, when I was about to lose my friend, and suddenly he became my best friend. I look
back and it becomes a journey full of adventure. It makes me laugh, it makes me cry and I know I’m here
because I was . . . Come, hold my hand, and take this trip with me. It will be yesterday for you, once again!
Selection Day Aravind Adiga 2017-01-03 From the bestselling, Booker Prize-winning author of The White
Tiger and Amnesty, a “ferociously brilliant” (Slate) novel about two brothers coming of age in a Mumbai
slum, raised by their crazy, obsessive father to be cricket champions. *A NETFLIX ORIGINAL SERIES * AN
NPR BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR * A NEW YORK TIMES and WASHINGTON POST NOTABLE BOOK
Manjunath Kumar is fourteen and living in a slum in Mumbai. He knows he is good at cricket—if not as
good as his older brother, Radha. He knows that he fears and resents his domineering and cricketobsessed father, admires his brilliantly talented sibling, and is fascinated by curious scientific facts and
the world of CSI. But there are many things, about himself and about the world, that he doesn’t know.
Sometimes it even seems as though everyone has a clear idea of who Manju should be, except Manju
himself. When Manju meets Radha’s great rival, a mysterious Muslim boy privileged and confident in all
the ways Manju is not, everything in Manju’s world begins to change, and he is faced by decisions that
will challenge his sense of self and of the world around him. Filled with unforgettable characters from
across India’s social strata—the old scout everyone calls Tommy Sir; Anand Mehta, the big-dreaming

investor; Sofia, a wealthy, beautiful girl and the boys’ biggest fan—Selection Day “brings a family, a city,
and an entire country to scabrous and antic life” (Chicago Tribune).
Beginning PowerApps
Tim Leung 2017-11-27 Build mobile apps that specifically target your company’s
unique business needs, with the same ease of writing a simple spreadsheet! With this book, you will build
business apps designed to work with your company's systems and databases, without having to enlist
the expertise of costly, professionally trained software developers. In Beginning PowerApps, author and
business applications expert Tim Leung guides you step-by-step through the process of building your
own mobile app. He assumes no technical background, although if you have worked with Excel, you are
one step closer. He guides you through scenarios, such as what to do if you have existing databases with
complex data structures and how to write screens that can connect to those data. You will come away
with an understanding of how to set up screen navigation, manipulate data from within apps, and write
solutions to perform specific tasks. What You'll Learn Connect with data Write formulas Visualize your
data through charts Work with global positioning systems (GPS) Build flows Import and export data
Manage offline scenarios Develop custom application programming interfaces (API) Who This Book Is For
Beginners and non-developers, and assumes no prior knowledge of PowerApps
Calling Sehmat Harinder Sikka 2018 The year is 1971 Tension is brewing between India and Pakistan One
secret could change the course of history . . . It's now up to her When a young college-going Kashmiri
girl, Sehmat, gets to know her dying father's last wish, she can do little but surrender to his passion and
patriotism and follow the path he has so painstakingly laid out. It is the beginning of her transformation
from an ordinary girl into a deadly spy. She's then married off to the son of a well-connected Pakistani
general, and her mission is to regularly pass information to the Indian intelligence. Something she does
with extreme courage and bravado, till she stumbles on information that could destroy the naval might of
her beloved country. Inspired from real events, Calling Sehmat . . . is an espionage thriller that brings to
life the story of this unsung heroine of war.
Wise and Otherwise
Sudha Murty 2006 Fifty Vignettes Showcase The Myriad Shades Of Human Nature A
Man Dumps His Aged Father In An Old-Age Home After Declaring Him To Be A Homeless Stranger, A
Tribal Chief In The Sahyadri Hills Teaches The Author That There Is Humility In Receiving Too, And A Sick
Woman Remembers To Thank Her Benefactor Even From Her Deathbed. These Are Just Some Of The
Poignant And Eye-Opening Stories About People From All Over The Country That Sudha Murty Recounts
In This Book. From Incredible Examples Of Generosity To The Meanest Acts One Can Expect From Men
And Women, She Records Everything With Wry Humour And A Directness That Touches The Heart. First
Published In 2002, Wise And Otherwise Has Sold Over 30,000 Copies In English And Has Been Translated
Into All The Major Indian Languages. This Revised New Edition Is Sure To Charm Many More Readers And
Encourage Them To Explore Their Inner Selves And The World Around Us With New Eyes. &Nbsp;
The Palace of Illusions
Chitra Banerjee Divakaruni 2009-02-10 Taking us back to a time that is half
history, half myth and wholly magical, bestselling author Chitra Banerjee Divakaruni gives voice to
Panchaali, the fire-born heroine of the Mahabharata, as she weaves a vibrant retelling of an ancient epic
saga. Married to five royal husbands who have been cheated out of their father's kingdom, Panchaali aids
their quest to reclaim their birthright, remaining at their side through years of exile and a terrible civil war.
But she cannot deny her complicated friendship with the enigmatic Krishna—or her secret attraction to the
mysterious man who is her husbands' most dangerous enemy—as she is caught up in the evermanipulating hands of fate.
I Have a Dream Rashmi Bansal 2011 I Have A Dream is the story of 20 idealists who think and act like
entrepreneurs. They are committed to different causes, but they have one thing in common: a belief that
principles of management can and must be used to achieve a greater common good. These stories say
one thing loud and clear change starts with one person, and that person could be someone next door.
Someone like you.
Revolution Twenty20
2014
One Indian Girl Chetan Bhagaot 2016-08-23 Chetan Bhagaot is author of one blockbuster book, "One
Indian Girl." The New York times did not call him anything yet, USA detains him in airport every time he
visits USA, Bhagaot got fired from an "Investment Bank" and trying to make a living out of writing books,
Chetan Bhagaot is currently double timing his two Half Girlfriends Panusha and Ranusha. Please buy his
book to support him maintaining his two half girlfriends. Here is one paragraph excerpt from the book
"One Indian Girl." Sonja is a divorced and attractive Indian girl. She is working as a software engineer in
an investment bank, USA. She has money ($$$$), she can afford sex outside marriage. She also has

opinion on everything. She is dating various marriage prospects, will she get her dream guy?
Asura : Tale of the Vanquished
Anand Neelakantan 2012-04-12 The epic tale of victory and defeat... The
story of the Ramayana had been told innumerable times. The enthralling story of Rama, the incarnation of
God, who slew Ravana, the evil demon of darkness, is known to every Indian. And in the pages of history,
as always, it is the version told by the victors, that lives on. The voice of the vanquished remains lost in
silence. But what if Ravana and his people had a different story to tell? The story of the Ravanayana had
never been told. Asura is the epic tale of the vanquished Asura people, a story that has been cherished by
the oppressed outcastes of India for 3000 years. Until now, no Asura has dared to tell the tale. But
perhaps the time has come for the dead and the defeated to speak. "For thousands of years, I have been
vilified and my death is celebrated year after year in every corner of India. Why? Was it because I
challenged the Gods for the sake of my daughter? Was it because I freed a race from the yoke of castebased Deva rule? You have heard the victor's tale, the Ramayana. Now hear the Ravanayana, for I am
Ravana, the Asura, and my story is the tale of the vanquished." "I am a non-entity-invisible, powerless
and negligible. No epics will ever be written about me. I have suffered both Ravana and Rama - the hero
and the villain or the villain and the hero. When the stories of great men are told, my voice maybe too
feeble to be heard. Yet, spare me a moment and hear my story, for I am Bhadra, the Asura, and my life is
the tale of the loser." The ancient Asura empire lay shattered into many warring petty kingdoms reeling
under the heel of the Devas. In desperation, the Asuras look up to a young saviour-Ravana. Believing that
a better world awaits them under Ravana, common men like Bhadra decide to follow the young leader.
With a will of iron and a fiery ambition to succeed, Ravana leads his people from victory to victory and
carves out a vast empire from the Devas. But even when Ravana succeeds spectacularly, the poor Asuras
find that nothing much has changed for them. It is when that Ravana, by one action, changes the history
of the world.
The Bald Book Blythe Brown 1998 Just in time for Father's Day comes a hilarious and heartwarming
collection of drawings and captions celebrating baldness. Entries include: your kissable surface is
increasing; you'll never worry about going gray; and more.
A Handful of Nuts Ruskin Bond 2009
What Young India Wants
Chetan Bhagat 2012
The Religion of Man Rabindranath Tagore 2015-09-21 The divine principle of unity has ever been that of
an inner inter-relationship. This is revealed in some of its earliest stages in the evolution of multicellular
life on this planet. The most perfect inward expression has been attained by man in his own body. But
what is most important of all is the fact that man has also attained its realization in a jnore subtle body
outside his physical system. He misses himself when isolated; he finds his own larger and truer self in
his wide human relationship, His multicellular body is born and it dies; his multi-personal humanity is
immortal. In this ideal of unity he realizes the eternal in his life and the boundless in his love. The unity
becomes not a mere subjective idea, but an energizing truth. Whatever name may be given to it, and
whatever form it symbolizes, the consciousness of this unity is spiritual, and our effort to be true to it is
our religion. It ever waits to be revealed in our history in a more and more perfect illumination. We have
our eyes, which relate to us the vision of the physical universe. We have also an inner faculty of our own
which helps us to find our relationship with the supreme self of man, the universe of personality. This
faculty is our luminous imagination, which in its higher stage is special to man. It offers us that vision of
wholeness which for the biological necessity of physical survival is superfluous; its purpose is to arouse
in us the sense of perfection which is our true sense of immortality. For perfection dwells ideally in Man
the Eternal, inspiring love for this ideal in the individual, urging him more and more to realize it. This
classic is organized as follows: I. Man’s Universe II. The Creative Spirit III. The Surplus in Man IV.
Spiritual Union V. The Prophet VI. The Vision VII. The Man of My Heart VIII. The Music Maker IX. The Artist
X. Man’s Nature XII. The Teacher XIII. Spiritual Freedom XIV. The Four Stages of Life XV. Conclusion
Half Girlfriend Chetan Bhagat 2014-10-01
Sears List of Subject Headings
Bertha Margaret Frick 1997
The Girl In Room 105 Chetan Bhagat 2022-07-01 Hi, I'm Keshav, and my life is screwed. I hate my job and
my girlfriend left me. Ah, the beautiful Zara. Zara is from Kashmir. She is a Muslim. And did I tell you my
family is a bit, well, traditional? Anyway, leave that. Zara and I broke up four years ago. She moved on in
life. I didn't. I drank every night to forget her. I called, messaged, and stalked her on social media. She just
ignored me. However, that night, on the eve of her birthday, Zara messaged me. She called me over, like
old times, to her hostel room 105. I shouldn't have gone, but I did ... and my life changed forever. This is

not a love story. It is an un-love story. From the author of Five Point Someone and 2 States, comes a fastpaced, funny and unputdownable thriller about obsessive love and finding purpose in life against the
backdrop of contemporary India.
Life is What You Make It Preeti Shenoy 2019-07-12 What would you do if destiny twisted the road you
took? What if it threw you to a place you did not want to go? Would you fight, would you run or would you
accept? Set across two cities in India in the early eighties, Life is What You Make it is a gripping account
of a few significant years of Ankita’s life. Ankita Sharma has the world at her feet. She is young, goodlooking, smart and tones of friends and boys swooning over her. She also manages to get into a premier
management school for her MBA. Six months later , she is a patient in a mental health hospital. Life has
cruelly and coldly snatched that which meant the most to her and she must now fight to get it all back. It
is a deeply moving and inspiring account of growing up, of the power of faith and how determination and
an indomitable spirit can overcome even what destiny throws at you. A tale, at its core a love-story that
makes us question our beliefs about ourselves and our concept of sanity, and forces us to believe that
life is truly what one makes it.
The Test of My Life Yuvraj Singh 2013 Autobiography of an Indian cricket player.
Data Modeling for MongoDB
Steve Hoberman 2014-06-01 Congratulations! You completed the MongoDB
application within the given tight timeframe and there is a party to celebrate your application’s release
into production. Although people are congratulating you at the celebration, you are feeling some
uneasiness inside. To complete the project on time required making a lot of assumptions about the data,
such as what terms meant and how calculations are derived. In addition, the poor documentation about
the application will be of limited use to the support team, and not investigating all of the inherent rules in
the data may eventually lead to poorly-performing structures in the not-so-distant future. Now, what if you
had a time machine and could go back and read this book. You would learn that even NoSQL databases
like MongoDB require some level of data modeling. Data modeling is the process of learning about the
data, and regardless of technology, this process must be performed for a successful application. You
would learn the value of conceptual, logical, and physical data modeling and how each stage increases
our knowledge of the data and reduces assumptions and poor design decisions. Read this book to learn
how to do data modeling for MongoDB applications, and accomplish these five objectives: Understand
how data modeling contributes to the process of learning about the data, and is, therefore, a required
technique, even when the resulting database is not relational. That is, NoSQL does not mean
NoDataModeling! Know how NoSQL databases differ from traditional relational databases, and where
MongoDB fits. Explore each MongoDB object and comprehend how each compares to their data modeling
and traditional relational database counterparts, and learn the basics of adding, querying, updating, and
deleting data in MongoDB. Practice a streamlined, template-driven approach to performing conceptual,
logical, and physical data modeling. Recognize that data modeling does not always have to lead to
traditional data models! Distinguish top-down from bottom-up development approaches and complete a
top-down case study which ties all of the modeling techniques together. This book is written for anyone
who is working with, or will be working with MongoDB, including business analysts, data modelers,
database administrators, developers, project managers, and data scientists. There are three sections: In
Section I, Getting Started, we will reveal the power of data modeling and the tight connections to data
models that exist when designing any type of database (Chapter 1), compare NoSQL with traditional
relational databases and where MongoDB fits (Chapter 2), explore each MongoDB object and comprehend
how each compares to their data modeling and traditional relational database counterparts (Chapter 3),
and explain the basics of adding, querying, updating, and deleting data in MongoDB (Chapter 4). In
Section II, Levels of Granularity, we cover Conceptual Data Modeling (Chapter 5), Logical Data Modeling
(Chapter 6), and Physical Data Modeling (Chapter 7). Notice the “ing” at the end of each of these
chapters. We focus on the process of building each of these models, which is where we gain essential
business knowledge. In Section III, Case Study, we will explain both top down and bottom up
development approaches and go through a top down case study where we start with business
requirements and end with the MongoDB database. This case study will tie together all of the techniques
in the previous seven chapters. Nike Senior Data Architect Ryan Smith wrote the foreword. Key points are
included at the end of each chapter as a way to reinforce concepts. In addition, this book is loaded with
hands-on exercises, along with their answers provided in Appendix A. Appendix B contains all of the
book’s references and Appendix C contains a glossary of the terms used throughout the text.
The Cherry Tree Ruskin Bond 2012-11-15 Rakesh plants a cherry seedling in his garden and watches it

grow. As seasons go by, the small tree survives heavy monsoon showers, a hungry goat that eats most
of the leaves and a grass cutter who splits it into two with one sweep. At last, on his ninth birthday,
Rakesh is rewarded with a miraculous sight—the first pink blossoms of his precious cherry tree! This
beautifully illustrated edition brings alive the magical charm of one of Ruskin Bond’s most unforgettable
tales.
Wish I Could Tell You Durjoy Datta 2019-10-23 Can you find yourself after you have lost that special
someone? A disillusioned and heartbroken Anusha finds herself in the small world of WeDonate.com.
Struggling to cope with her feelings and the job of raising money for charity, she reluctantly searches for
a worthwhile cause to support. For Ananth, who has been on the opposite side, no life is less worthy, no
cause too small to support. Behind them are teams for whom going to extraordinary lengths to save lives
is more than a full-time occupation. In front of them is the virtual world of social media-watching,
interacting, judging, making choices, and sometimes, saving lives. From the virtual to the real, their lives
and that of their families, entangle in a way that moving together is the only solution. They can't escape
each other. In this world of complicated relationships, should love be such a difficult ride?
Essential Mathematics for Economics and Business
Teresa Bradley 2013-05-06 Essential Mathematics
for Economics and Business is established as one of the leading introductory textbooks on mathematics
for students of business and economics. Combining a user–friendly approach to mathematics with
practical applications to the subjects, the text provides students with a clear and comprehensible guide
to mathematics. The fundamental mathematical concepts are explained in a simple and accessible style,
using a wide selection of worked examples, progress exercises and real–world applications. New to this
Edition Fully updated text with revised worked examples and updated material on Excel and Powerpoint
New exercises in mathematics and its applications to give further clarity and practice opportunities Fully
updated online material including animations and a new test bank The fourth edition is supported by a
companion website at www.wiley.com/college/bradley, which contains: Animations of selected worked
examples providing students with a new way of understanding the problems Access to the Maple T.A.
test bank, which features over 500 algorithmic questions Further learning material, applications,
exercises and solutions. Problems in context studies, which present the mathematics in a business or
economics framework. Updated PowerPoint slides, Excel problems and solutions. "The text is aimed at
providing an introductory-level exposition of mathematical methods for economics and business
students. In terms of level, pace, complexity of examples and user-friendly style the text is excellent - it
genuinely recognises and meets the needs of students with minimal maths background." —Colin Glass,
Emeritus Professor, University of Ulster "One of the major strengths of this book is the range of exercises
in both drill and applications. Also the 'worked examples' are excellent; they provide examples of the use
of mathematics to realistic problems and are easy to follow." —Donal Hurley, formerly of University
College Cork "The most comprehensive reader in this topic yet, this book is an essential aid to the avid
economist who loathes mathematics!" —Amazon.co.uk
One Night at the Call Center
Chetan Bhagat 2008-12-10 Press 1 for technical support. Press 2 for broken
hearts. Press 3 if your life has totally crashed. . . . Six friends work nights at a call center in India,
providing technical support for a major U.S. appliance corporation. Skilled in patience–and accent
management–they help American consumers keep their lives running. Yet behind the headsets,
everybody’s heart is on the line. Shyam (Sam to his callers) has lost his self-confidence after being
dumped by the girl who just so happens to be sitting next to him. Priyanka’s domineering mother has
arranged for her daughter’s upscale marriage to an Indian man in Seattle. Esha longs to be a model but
discovers it’s a horizontal romp to the runway. Lost, dissatisfied Vroom has high ideals, but
compromises them by talking on the phone to idiots each night. Traditional Radhika has just found out
that her husband is sleeping with his secretary. And Military Uncle (nobody knows his real name) sits
alone working the online chat. They all try to make it through their shifts–and maintain their sanity–under
the eagle eye of a boss whose ego rivals his incompetence. But tonight is no ordinary night. Tonight is
Thanksgiving in America: Appliances are going haywire, and the phones are ringing off their hooks. Then
one call, from one very special caller, changes everything. Chetan Bhagat’s delicious romantic comedy
takes us inside the world of the international call center, where cultural cross-wires come together with
perfect pathos, hilarity, and spice.
Metabolism at a Glance
J. G. Salway 2017-02-06 Metabolism at a Glance presents a concise, illustrated
summary of metabolism in health and disease. This essential text is progressively appropriate for
introductory through to advanced medical and biochemistry courses. It also provides a succinct review of

inborn errors of metabolism, and reference for postgraduate medical practitioners and biomedical
scientists who need a resource to quickly refresh their knowledge. Fully updated and extensively
illustrated, this new edition of Metabolism at a Glance is now in full colour throughout, and includes new
coverage of sports biochemistry; the metabolism of lipids, carbohydrates and cholesterol;
glyceroneogenesis, ?-oxidation and ?-oxidation of fatty acids. It also features the overlooked “Krebs Uric
Acid Cycle”. Metabolism at a Glance offers an accessible introduction to metabolism, and is ideal as a
revision aid for students preparing for undergraduate and USMLE Step 1 exams.
Time Stops at Shamli
Ruskin Bond 2016-04-01 This volume brings together the best of Ruskin Bond’s
prose and poetry. For over four decades, by way of innumerable novels, essays, short stories and poems,
the author has mapped out and peopled a unique literary landscape. This anthology has selections from
all of his major books and includes the classic novella Delhi Is Not Far.
Queen of Dreams Chitra Banerjee Divakaruni 2007-12-18 From the bestselling author of Sister of My
Heart comes a spellbinding tale of mothers and daughters, love and cultural identity. Rakhi, a young
painter and single mother, is struggling to come to terms with her relationship with ex-husband Sonny, a
hip Bay Area DJ, and with her dream-teller mother, who has rarely spoken about her past or her native
India. Rakhi has her hands full, juggling a creative dry spell, raising her daughter, and trying to save the
Berkeley teahouse she and her best friend Belle own. But greater challenges are to come. When a
national tragedy turns her world upside down and Rakhi needs her mother’s strength and wisdom more
than ever, she loses her in a freak car accident. But uncovering her mother’s dream journals allows Rakhi
to discover her mother’s long-kept secrets and sacrifices–and ultimately to confront her fears, forge a
new relationship with her father, and revisit Sonny’s place in her heart.
I Too Had a Love Story
Ravinder Singh 2018-01-15 This 10th anniversary edition of I Too had a Love
Story brings to life one of the decade's most-loved romance novels with gorgeous illustrations in a brand
new design. With a personal note from the author, this book is a collector's edition. It will also make for a
fabulous gift. Do love stories ever die? . . . How would you react when a beautiful person comes into your
life, and then goes away from you . . . forever? Not all love stories are meant to have a perfect ending. I
Too Had a Love Story is one such saga. It is the tender and heartfelt tale of Ravin and Khushi--two people
who found each other on a matrimonial site and fell in love . . . until life put their love to the ultimate test.
Romantic, emotional and sincere, this heartbreaking true life story has already touched a million hearts.
This bestselling novel is a must-read for anyone who believes in the magic of love . . .
Inventory of Sanskrit Scholars
Radhavallabh Tripathi 2012
A Hundred Little Flames
Preeti Shenoy 2017 Sometimes, a journey back is a step forward. When 26-yearold Ayan is sent to live with his grumpy old grandfather Gopal Shanker, in a tiny village, in Kerala, he is
understandably devastated. What can a sleepy, idyllic village without even Internet connectivity offer a
young man? To make matters worse, Jairaj, Ayan's domineering father has his own plans and is
determined to have his way. Soon, Ayan has to come to terms with the hard realities of life and the
blindness of greed as he and Gopal Shanker learn that life can sometimes unravel in unanticipated ways.
A young man, whose life lies ahead of him. An old man, whose life is all in the past. And a few months
that change everything. A Hundred Little Flames is a charming account of a relationship across
generations and also a meditative look at the issues of old people. Preeti Shenoy's foray into new fictional
terrain is an absolute triumph!
Why I am an Atheist Bhagat Singh 2019-08-15 A discussion with a friend soon turned into a matter of selfassessment, leading to this discourse on why Bhagat Singh chose to be an atheist. Even in the face of
death at a very young age, with uncanny observations and sharp questions, he forces us to re-think our
foundations to faith in god.
The Travels of Dean Mahomet
Dean Mahomet 1997-07-30 An Indian, Dean Mahomet recalls his years as
camp-follower, servant, and subaltern officer in the East India Company's army (1769 to 1784). Mahomet's
account of life in late 18th-century India and later as an emigrant to England is a fascinating look at a
resourceful, multidimensional individual. Illus.
Five Point Someone
Chetan Bhagat 2004 Set in IIT, in the early '90s, Five Point Someone portrays the
lives of the protagonist Hari and his two friends Ryan and Alok. It explores the darker side of IIT, one in
which students- having worked for years to make it into the institute-struggle to maintain their grades,
keep their friends and have some kind of life outside studies.
Hullabaloo in the Guava Orchard
Kiran Desai 1999 Sampath Chawla, a young postal worker who never
feels as though he fits into the small Indian town into which he is born, one day climbs up a tree, only to

become a famous holy man
Immortal India Amish 2017 India...a young country, a timeless civilisation Explore it with India's very own
storyteller, Amish India, a culture that witnessed the dawn of civilisation. That witnessed the rise of other
cultures and watched them turn to dust. It has been celebrated and attacked. Admired and vilified. But
through all these millennia, after all the ups and downs of history, it's still here! And now, after a few
centuries of decline, it's driving a new dawn once again. Ajanaabhavarsh. Bharat. Hindustan. India. The
names may change, but the soul of this great land is immortal. Amish helps you understand India like
never before, through a series of sharp articles, nuanced speeches, and intelligent debates. Based on his
deep understanding of subjects such as, religion, mythology, tradition, history, contemporary societal
norms, governance, and ethics, Amish lays out the vast lanscape of an ancient culture with a
fascinatingly modern outlook.
400 Days Chetan Bhagat 2021-10-08 'My daughter Siya was kidnapped. Nine months ago, ' Alia said. The
police had given up. They called it a cold case. Even the rest of her family had stopped searching. Alia
wouldn't stop looking, though. She wanted to know if I could help her. Hi, I am Keshav Rajpurohit and I
am a disappointment to everyone around me. I live with my parents, who keep telling me how I should a)
get married, b) focus on my IPS exams, c) meet more people and d) close my detective agency. But Alia
Arora, neighbour and ex-model, wanted my help. And I couldn't take my eyes off her face ... I mean, her
case. Welcome to 400 Days. A mystery and romance story like none other. An unputdownable tale of
suspense, human relationships, love, friendship, the crazy world we live in and, above all, a mother's
determination to never give up. From India's highest-selling author comes a page-turner that will not only
keep you glued to the story but also touch you deeply.
Origami Odyssey Peter Engel 2014-10-07 Renowned origami artist Peter Engel first astounded origami
enthusiasts and the lay person alike with his popular Origami from Angelfish to Zen. Since that book,
published in 1989, Engel has gone through a personal change in his philosophy of origami design, honed
through decades of elevating what is often viewed as simple paper folding into a fine art. In Origami
Odyssey, Engel takes paper crafters on a journey to the edge of paper folding, providing instruction for
exquisite and original origami designs, including several that have been shown in galleries and museums
throughout the world. Experienced folders will delight in the chance to grow as artists as they master the
projects in this book, and new comers to origami will find the author's journey so inspiring that they'll be
ready to begin an odyssey of their own. This unique do-it-yourself paper craft book includes: Full-colored
photos and step-by-step instructions and diagrams 21 fun-to-do projects like the Green Horned Owl,
Gingko Leaf, Stingray and many more! Downloadable instructional video with easy-to-follow tutorials
Super 30 Anand Kumar 2016-05-23 Anand Kumar, a mathematics prodigy, defied all challenges to set up
one of the most successful and innovative teaching initiatives in the world—Super 30. Born in Chandipur
Bela, Patna, Anand secured a place in Cambridge University but couldn’t attend because he had no
money and sold papads in the evenings instead. He dealt with his own disappointment by setting up an
innovative school in 2002 to prepare underprivileged students for the IIT JEE examination. Super 30 has
an astonishing success rate and on an average, twenty-seven to twenty-eight of the thirty students crack
the exam every year. Stirring and heart-wrenching, this is the extraordinary story of a visionary who has
elevated these bright sparks and, through education, given them hope to rise above crippling poverty.
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